acters in the ruins of Pompei and its vicinity have been regarded as being in the Aramaic language.5 An Aramaic text of the Seleucid period in Babylonia is written not in Aramaic characters but phonetically, in syllabic fashion, impressed as cuneiform signs into a clay tablet.6 Then, too, demotic writing sometimes intrudes into the Aramaic papyri of Egypt, for the languages were used side by side as long as Aramaic was written in Egypt. The normal expectation in the Persian period, to which this perplexing papyrus has been assigned, would be that if the text were not in Egyptian it would be in Aramaic.
In order to test the hypothesis that it was in Aramaic, it was necessary to transcribe the predominantly alphabetic text into the equivalent Hebrew-Aramaic characters. It was natural with such alphabetic material that there should have been sporadic attempts at such transcription, but they produced no successful clue to the nature of the language in which it was written, for the predominance of the letter Daleph and the presence of some genuine demotic group writing made the transcribed text appear as "gibberish" or an "African form of speech" rather than something more easily recognizable. Since I knew no demotic, Dr. Hughes of the Oriental Institute, who had been working on the papyrus, selected for transcription for me a portion of text that was predominantly alphabetic in character and relatively free from demotic writing for which alphabetic values could not readily be assigned.
The transcription was punctuated frequently by a symbol for a particular Egyptian determinative. Even one who is ignorant of demotic is attracted by the flaglike vertical stroke that occurs at somewhat regular intervals throughout the photographs of the text. This is the demotic equivalent of the hieroglyphic determinative "man-with-his-hand-to-hismouth" mentioned by Griffith as characterizing the papyrus. Most demotic words conclude with the writing of a determinative, some character that gives a clue to the meaning of the word, indicating category in nouns and class of action in verbs. Among the determinatives discovered with nouns in our papyrus are indicators for "woman," "divinity," and "foreign land," which, for convenience, will be transcribed in this study by the numbers 4, 2, and 9, respectively. The "man-withhis-hand-to-his-mouth" determinative is used in Egyptian to indicate actions involving the mouth, such as "to eat," "to speak," and "to be silent." Normally there is considerable variety in the use of determinatives in demotic, but our scribe, who uses many fewer determinatives than usual, has hit upon the "man-with-hishand-to-his-mouth" as the determinative to be used in all cases in which no other determinative seemed pertinent to him. In the great majority of cases the determinative is not appropriate to the action or to the category of noun involved. It has become, in effect, merely a worddivider used when no other determinative was deemed necessary. We may conjecture that the choice of this determinative as a general terminator for words is probably due to the association of the determinative with the verbal actions of either "speaking" or "remaining silent." The determinatives are of great value in this papyrus both for giving some indication of the length of words and, fre-quently, for giving a clue to the nature of the word to which it is attached. There is no spacing of words in the papyrus. Within the determinatives the writing is predominantly alphabetic, although a generous amount of Egyptian nonalphabetic writing is also encountered.
At ?-CI" *N'U9*"n~*C *W The use of the gutturals heth and cain in the transcription suggests that the language is Semitic. The frequency with which the words conclude with the letter 'aleph recalls one of the outstanding charLater I admitted other than final >aleph's to the text to cover the instances in which a truly conconantal aleph would be expected to stand initially or medially.
As the work progressed, familiar Semitic prefixes and suffixes appeared, all inclining toward those normally associated with Aramaic. The terminations -in and -dn, marking the forms of plural nouns, eliminated from consideration the Canaanite dialects, including Hebrew. Sometimes a yodh appeared before the final aleph to suggest the emphatic plural form of the masculine noun in Aramaic. When the third-person masculine singular suffix attached to plural nouns was found to be -6hz, a peculiar development of the pronoun that is the exclusive property of Aramaic among the Semitic languages, the identification of the language of the papyrus as Aramaic was conclusive. This pronominal ending can be illustrated in a Early attempts at translation were frustrated by the peculiarities of demotic writing. Demotic determinatives and demotic nonalphabetic groups for which alphabetic equivalents cannot be determined as yet, interspersed among the alphabetic materials, cause many problems. Equally troublesome, however, is the limited character of the demotic alphabet.9 Just as most Semitic alphabets are too limited to indicate accurately the full richness of the Semitic phonetic system, so the demotic alphabet, despite its having many variant forms for some letters, is too limited to distinguish properly between all the various sounds represented by the Hebrew-Aramaic alphabet. The letters d, z, and 1 are apparently entirely lacking or, at least, cannot be fully differentiated in in hieratic, tended to coalesce and were probably both pronounced t when the papyrus was written. Further study, however, may indicate that a particular character is used to represent d. There was no sign for I in the early period of demotic, although the sound was apparently recognized. Where this sound is to be indicated in the papyrus the letter r is employed. Two forms of rash are used. True rash, derived probably from the hieroglyph "lion" (the ra sign), is usually found in the papyrus where we would expect 1, but some parallels, like that above, indicate that it may also serve as rish. The other, more complicated, manner of writing resh, derived from the group writing for "mouth" (Coptic ro), is probably always used for true rash.
The acrophonic principle, here observed in the production of the consonant rash from the words r' and ro, has long been recognized as fundamental in the development of the Semitic alphabet. Somewhat in desperation, I have assumed that this principle is operative in all those cases in the papyrus in which nonalphabetic, multiconsonantal groups are to be reduced to simple alphabetic writing. Often the consonantal factor that must be ignored is an obvious intrusion into an otherwise easily recognized Semitic word. Dr. Nims informs me, for example, that 8 Brackets inclose material supplied where the papyrus is broken. Since the papyrus has no spacing between words, the spacing here is done merely to facilitate reading and the making of comparisons. As the parallel shows, 33 indicates waw. In this and the following transcriptions '" is rendered as ). Sometimes, however, it is necessary to use the entire syllable of a nonalphabetic demotic group in the formation of a Semitic word. There is some indication that under such circumstances a phonetic complement may be written to make this clear. This is apparently true in the name 5X"451 mentioned below, wherein the group 51 is demotic in and is followed by the letter n evidently as a complement. Likewise, the preposition min, in the form of group 31, which is to be read as demotic mn but interchanges with the demotic writing of the name of the Egyptian god Min, is frequently followed by the phonetic complement n. But, as can be seen in the parallel presented above, such use of a complement with this word is not an invariable practice.
The manner of vocalizing the words in the papyrus is curious and instructive. Already in the words 'tZ3 and M•1 above, the possibility of "defective" and "plene" writing has been indicated. There is some use in the papyrus of the consonants waw and yodh to indicate the long vowels i or 6 and i, as in other Semitic alphabetic writing. But the use of Daleph here is unusual for the early period of Aramaic. We find "house" written not only as n•2 (XX, 8; XXI, 8) but also as rhNW2 (XI, 5, 17), and the form n :lR (IX, 4) indicates how a prefixed form in the emphatic state is written. From the beginning it was apparent that the majority of the Daleph's were not consonantal but vocalic. The scribe used the aleph to indicate vowels of the -a class just as the letter is used later in Jewish Aramaic1o and Mandaic.11 He did so without a knowledge of any system of written vocalization, for none had yet been established in the period to which the papyrus has been assigned. When I first discovered the significance of the vocalic aleph, I suggested that the papyrus was of relatively late date, Roman period or later; but the Egyptologists who have worked on it have all been adamant in supporting Griffith's suggested date, the Persian period. They indicate that the script, while not from the earliest part of the Persian period, is yet unlike the developed style of the Ptolemaic period. Subsequent morphological discoveries confirm this rather early date.
In such a text as this it is difficult to determine whether the writer was an Aramaean who had learned Egyptian, an Egyptian who had a smattering of Aramaic, or a bilingual person who was well acquainted with both languages. It is significant that the material apparently had to be preserved, presumably as a ritual, in the Aramaic language. It now seems clear from parallels that the scribe was not composing in Aramaic but was recording his material phonetically, either as he had learned it by rote or, more probably, as it was dictated to him by an Aramaic-speaking person. A few phonetic difficulties uncovered in the parallel texts, unless they 10 G. a god (VIII, 7) .
Our present knowledge of the language of the papyrus is due in a large measure to the cautious scholarship and industry of Dr. Charles F. Nims, who made almost the entire demotic text available for my study. As the conviction grew that the language of the papyrus was Aramaic, it was decided to transcribe and mimeograph the entire papyrus for the compilation of a concordance that would facilitate its study. This laborious and difficult task was undertaken by Nims, in constant consultation with Dr. Hughes. It was Nims who developed our system of numbered letters to indicate the variant ways of representing the recognizable consonants and the numbers now in use to represent the nonalphabetic demotic groups, quite a few of which still remain unidentified.
During the course of transcription and the construction of the concordance, Nims discovered that several sections were exactly parallel and some almost parallel, as in the Ugaritic texts. These parallels usually continue for several lines, sometimes within the same column and sometimes in different columns. In filing the completed concordance, the material between the determinatives dividing the words normally formed the basis, except when it was obvious that more than one word was included. In these instances familiar prefixes and suffixes and, occasionally, the distribution of consonants into words of triconsonantal character aided in dividing the words for filing purposes, with cross-references in all doubtful cases. With such a concordance and its accompanying key cards, in which the text ran continuously, I had a mass of material with which I, who knew no demotic, could work.
Although considerable effort has been expended on the text, enough to identify its language and determine the general character of the papyrus, not all of this lengthy manuscript has yet been translated. I present here but a few of the curious and informative phenomena that have been found in the papyrus, for many others are coming to light continually as the work progresses. Since the linguistic details, both demotic and Aramaic, will be published adequately in the future, this introduction must suffice for the present. We can now declare that it is a literary text and not a commercial document like so many of the Aramaic papyri. It is predominantly religious, too, as indicated by one portion which suggests the judgment of the dead, a scene so familiar in the Egyptian religion. This section reads, in part:
The Goddess is good. What is done she will know -6t must be a proclitic particle. It is likely that it is the feminine demonstrative pronoun written X; for "t, tis one, and it is so translated here tentatively. It is significant that the element is found only with the feminine verbs, probably because in the masculine sentences the word order is regular, subject immediately after the verb; but in the balanced feminine parallels, where the subject is first, at some distance from its verb which concludes its line after much intervening material, the pronoun is helpful in referring to the subject in close association with the verb. 25 Bacal and Bel are here differentiated through spelling. The b12t31 I at first read as Bel followed by an epithet tmin, owing to the position of the determinative and the lack of a word-divider. When I found that parallelism of construction required the preposi- believed that a slight scribal error had been made and that the reading should be -ord b', "Of (E)saggila," which would present a reading close to that of our papyrus. 27 The name of Borsippa, the home of Nabft, is sometimes written bar-sapki in cuneiform sources (cf. 
